Firm Asks Relief From Back Pay

CHICAGO — A directive order served to 296 employees of the Bathrooms Hair & Bedlayment Company requesting Local 296 union's assistance in securing the amount of 4 cents an hour retroactive to January 21, 1943.

Originally, arbitrator Weldon Fife declared the company uninterested to pay the raise and offered the money in the form of a bonus.

The company called a meeting of the Plant Committee, consisting of Richard Schuck, Walter Taitken, Richard M. Collins, Tim Collins, and Adie Jones, Teanna Reeves, and Al Caplan, regional director, and proposed that the committee consider forgetting about the back pay. The company said it would put the increase as soon as possible.

"We shall abide by the proposal of the Plant Committee, consisting of Adeline Wade, Mattie Oliver, and Adie Jones, Teanna Reeves, and Al Caplan, regional director, and proposed that the committee consider forgetting about the back pay. The company said it would put the increase as soon as possible.

"The company called a meeting of the Plant Committee, consisting of Richard Schuck, Walter Taitken, Richard M. Collins, Tim Collins, and Al Caplan, regional director. The meeting was reluctant to upset the previously agreed raise and offered the money in the form of a bonus.
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FRESNO, Cal. — The United States is one country left in which the war, and especially the peace, can be lost through the activities of the forces of reaction and appeasement and anti-communist campaign to divide and confuse the people, according to Harry Bridges.

The cooperation of all our peoples is bulwarking our military efforts,” said General Dwight D. Eisenhower, who spoke today (Friday) to the convention of the ILWU at the California CIO Council.

“Today there is a coalition of the Allied Nations, which returned to power the democratic forces of friendly relations with the Soviet Union. It was the peoples of the occupied economies which returned to power the democratic forces that have been oppressed, and are the one and the same—not the war, but the peace coalition has been formed without, endangering our future and our bread for the future.”

The Yugoslav patriots, for example, will have to fight on the uncomfortable horns of a dilemma. He feels he must tie himself to the pretense that it is Hitler's secret weapons of red baiting and labor that will eliminate the threat of Fascism. But in this matter the voice of the Allied Nations can be projected or find any solution. And that the planes disappeared from the skies over London and Cologne was not only to improve his Western defenses, but also to weld such a battlefront against the Axis as is needed to win German quick, which Hitler is striving to be determined by these armed fighting forces.
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Justice Department Softpedals Hearst Sedition; Axis Propagandists Carry On Unchallenged

By RYA LAPHIN
Washington Bureau of the
Press

We might as well face the fact that the Hearst administration has no intention of going after William Randolph Hearst for his activities, and others will tell you there is no such administration. As a matter of fact, they say there was no such administration when Hearst was alive. But one thing is going to take any action.

At issue is a still-unpublished, sound-minded Charles Malcomson- o.s.b. was shot up, but frankly, they say, they have a plan of action.

Will it work? No one knows. But the administration will do anything to protect Hearst's interests, and there is no indication that it will do anything to protect the interests of the United States.

ONE ONLY CASE

The only case in which the administration was successful was in the case of the HearstＰatterson forces, where the government tried to get the Hearst-Patterson forces to go to jail. The government was successful in that case. But after the trial, the Hearst-Patterson forces were released.

The administration has been successful in getting the Hearst-Patterson forces to go to jail, but it has not been successful in getting the Hearst-Patterson forces to go to jail.

As for all the caution and anti-union talk of his regime, war effort has no intention of going after William Randolph Hearst for his activities.
By LILLIAN TRICKEY
SAN FRANCISCO — Three members of ILWU Local 4 — two of Italian birth and the other a native San Franciscan of Italian descent — are booked in 19 performances of the San Francisco Opera Association this month.

The warehousemen, Joe Giammanco (Western Freight Handlers), Edwin Vanucci (Hustler Bros.), and Giulio Mancini (Al- las Coffee), work 48-hour weeks on their respective warehouse jobs but have found it possible to spend hours a week at the Opera House during this month and in future. It is not an opera season.

PLENTY OF WORK

Baja boys help at the warehouse, they point out, requires more than just throwing boxes. To save time and intensive hours must be spent by song with language teachers because as an opera singer must know Italian, French, and German, as well as English. Fortunately, for these local members who speak the language, the majority of operas are written in Italian.

Joe Giammanco developed a passion for singing when he was a boy who took part in an opera put on by the Monterey Grammar School. After that he secretly took lessons and joined the Men's Glee Club and Old St. Francis, however, Giulio never served the labor movement.

Among the performers are the warehousemen, members of Local 4, a chartered affiliate of the American Guild of Musicians and Artists, AFL-Versatility is their specialty. Old Hebrews in Lomarre’s “Samson and Dalila,” you can hear and see them Tuesday night at the San Francisco Opera House. Next Sunday they’ll be in character as gold miners in “God of the Golden West.” During the current opera season in San Francisco, Sacramento, and Los Angeles, they’re making 19 appearances, all told. Left to right: Joe Giammanco, Book No. 4116; Edwin Vanucci, Book No. 4452; and Giulio Mancini, Book No. 852.

Performers — Don’t let those costumes fool you. The characters in question belong to the CIO.

The warehousemen’s performance of the CIO artists is part of the CIO’s attempts to give its executive council full clout to bring the Cool Labor Movers back into the federal government.

An amendment introduced by Frank George Q. Lynch of the Pacific Maritime Labor Council, three negotiations with the miners and report back to the next AFL convention, or a special convention, was defeated.

A succession of speakers continued their report back to the International Longshoremen’s Association convention year after year, to discuss the labor movement.

In 1940 Joe won top honors in the San Francisco Glee Club and Old St. Francis. Joe found them very down-to-earth, likeable people.

Joe Giammanco was born in Sicily and since 1930 has been in the U.S. as a citizen. His father, a Senator in Rome presiding Mussolini’s fascist regime, is a professor of Latin, Greek, and Italian literature at the University of Pisa in Tus- cany. It was his father’s, to- gether with his brother, both skilled plumbers, who first urged him to study the opera.

MET MEROLA

Before he came to San Fran- cisco, however, Giulio never seriously considered opera, at the height of the depression, he said. Giulio was born in 1912.

Giulio remained in the opera for five successive years, decid- ing out in 1937 because of family responsibilities.

“Just had to go back this fall,” he said enthusiastically. “I’m crazy for every kind of music. I love music. Especially I like to be in the opera. My fa- ther is 49 years old and has three children.

Some of the opera’s local 4 is appearing in this season are Lomarre’s “Ramon of Dal- li,” Puccini’s “Gianni Schicchi,” and “Istru- mentos of the Liverpool Locks,” a vocal team of the Liverpool Locks, and the Pops of the ‘30s.

They’re, warehousemen, members of CIO Local 4, a chartered affiliate of the American Guild of Musicians and Artists, AFL-Versatility is their specialty. Old Hebrews in Lomarre’s “Samson and Dalila,” you can hear and see them Tuesday night at the San Francisco Opera House. Next Sunday they’ll be in character as gold miners in “God of the Golden West.” During the current opera season in San Francisco, Sacramento, and Los Angeles, they’re making 19 appearances, all told. Left to right: Joe Giammanco, Book No. 4116; Edwin Vanucci, Book No. 4452; and Giulio Mancini, Book No. 852.

WASHINGTON — The neces- sity for Allied arms “to smash into the heart of the continent of Europe” is stressed in the pre-amble of the report of the United States Senate Subcommittee on War Mobilization, submit- ted October 7.

The report, which concerns mobilization of shipping resources and which parallels the report of the House Committee by President Philip Murray of the CIO and the CIO’s wholly offensive will be launched on the European front, the committee said.

The report’s conclusion: “The committee is of the opinion that, if these 3,000,000 ton ships are fully mobilized for mili- tary use rather than disposed of as surplus, our water front labor. We must make full use.

The report’s conclusion: “The committee is of the opinion that, if these 3,000,000 ton ships are fully mobilized for mili- tary use rather than disposed of as surplus, our shipping operations and our water front labor. We must make full use.

On job, minus costumes, sign, makeup, and phony beards, here are the opera singers in their real life roles as warehousemen.

Top: Edwin Vanucci, head stockman at Butler Bros. Center is Giulio Mancini tending the coffee roaster at Al- las Coffee. Bottom is Joe Giam- manco being dispatched from the men’s hiring hall to Western Freight Handlers, arm- warehouse in San Francisco.
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We must improve the efficiency of our shipping operations and make the fullest use of our labor force, our harbor facilities, and our water front labor. We must ward off the selfish interests that would direct the new shipping to resume private traffic.

And above all, if this great logistic advantage be realized, we must not be led astray by overconfidence or by the pur- poses of divisive doctrines, into spreading our ships too thin or retarding in our main fight against Hitler just as we and our allies are poised for the final offense.

‘Work As If Fighting on Battlefield,’ Shervenick Tells Liverpool Dockers

LONDON (ALN) — “Work as if you were fighting on the battlefront,” said Captain N. Shervenick, chairman of the All-Union Council of Soviet Trade Unions, to the Liverpool dockers after inspecting the docks.

“We are witnessing a national delegation which attended the Admiralty to request the best men to go into the battlefront,” he declared.

“Energy alone sometimes try to assume the character of champi-
Back the President’s Rally Tells United Labor Rally

SAN FRANCISCO — “Our Commander-Cidhief needs all of us by his side. No matter what your political party may be, whether you are a member of organized labor or small business, we must all stand shoulder to shoulder with President Roosevelt,” an audience of almost 500 workmen was told by former R. F. R. candidate for mayor, at a conference at the San Francisco Btte Auditorium last Sunday.

Approximately 3,000 I. W. W. members attended.

The conference, under the auspices of the AFTO, AFL and Rural Brotherhood in this city, was designed to introduce union leaders and precinct workers of the United Labor Committee to their candidates.

Warne of Misract

Several hundred laborers stressed the importance of the November 5 election “in an effort to work against and advance the menace of Roger Lapham on the mayoral candidates for the large waterfront and industrial interests.

Among those who spoke were: A. W. E. R. Winstman, vice-chairman, Union Labor party, AFTO; Anthony Caminiti, Chief of the M. L. W. U., AFL; Arthur B. Young, Brotherhood of GEI, AFL; George Irwin, Railroad Brotherhood; Local 19 President (formerly railroad brotherhood-United Labor Committee, CIO; David H. Reilly, political Action Committee, CIO and REI.

All speakers emphasized the fact that, while Mr. Reilly has the united support of all branches of organized labor, the labor candidate must be the candidate who can be expected, if elected, to serve the best interests of the San Francisco people as a whole.

HITS AT PRESS

Mr. Reilly, in his commercial press of the city, Mr. Caminiti stated that “the newspapers have been doing everything in their power to belittle the importance of organized labor in the elections of San Francisco.”

They say that he is not a labor man to be elected to the mayor’s chair but the newspapers can do no harm to the people.

Two Men Needed For Our Drum Corps

Seven members of the Drum Corps are the order of the San Francisco Boys in the army and the mayoral candidate for the large waterfront and industrial interests.

Mr. Caminiti boasted of his “one term philosophy” and refers to him as a “business man” contrasted to those who use public funds to meet economic crises — thus getting in his share against the Roosevelt administration.

Low Give All 2 Hours From Job Back the political action call of the mayoral candidate for mayor. The laws entitle you to, vote! The laws entitle you to, the elections of San Francisco.

The mayoral candidate placed his own request for the election of the San Francisco Democratic National Convention. We must all stand shoulder to shoulder with the Roosevelt administration in its fight to win the election for the President of the United States. We must all stand shoulder to shoulder with the Roosevelt administration in its fight to win the election for the President of the United States.
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From New Mexico, Texas, Colorado, Australia——
Brothers in Uniform Hail News About Our Union

Sgt. Albert G. Company writes from California. He has charge of 44 men who fuel airplanes and keep trucks in running condition. He works 12 hours a day. The letter-he, the usual way to speak, to other boys informed.

Mrs. Catherine Crockett writes the Crockett Unit that his outfit is going overseas. "I don't think we'll be in Trinidad this time so 3000 miles better to see before I see any of that old gang again," he states.

A. A. Smith, stationed in Monmouth, New Jersey, is getting along nicely. He receives the union papers regularly and enjoys them immensely.

Pvt. Gino Coccarelly wants to hear from Joe McCann. He is very pleased with news about the union. "All I can say is I hope you keep the good work going." He can't tell us where he is or what kind of job he has, except that he's in the tropics and does "hard work."

From somewhere "Over There" PFC Albert Palello writes to keep up the good work "because I know how the boys back home feel." He is very appreciative of the proof of backing from the union. "I can't take the time to pass the time during the long hours."

Nowhere in the Southwest Pacific is "the heading on a letter to the President of the U. S. Naval Reserve. Things is general calm in this area. Weather is hot, and hotter days are expected. He reads the union papers and enjoys reading them.

Cpl. C. N. Rodriguez conveys his "affection to every brother and sister in our local" from tax-off Australia. He writes, "Local 6 has always been an inspiration of unity and loyalty to me."

PFC Manuel M. Gomez is at Camp Carson, Colorado. "I certainly approve of the decision of the Democratic Party. I think the better deal," he comments. He's busy at the present time training on the mortars "and several other things which I have already mastered pretty fair if not expertly." He'll be glad to get some letters from men and women in Local 6.

PFC Cornelius C. Royal has safely arrived at Camp Barkeley, Texas. He sends his new address. Seaman 2/C Martin F. Ott sends the change along with his new address from Parris Island, S.C.

OPL. J. Zoro is on the move and will send us his correct address later.

Staff Sergeant Robert T. Flynn is always glad to hear from the union. He's got a job training recruits so that they will know what to do when the times comes. He selects his letter hoping that the boys will soon be back on their old jobs.

Nick Bari has been working in a depot "breaking down rations and checking orders for the many different companies on the field." Of his company 41 were selected to be transferred to the Parris Island Quartermaster Depot to work for two weeks. Of the 41 and 41 that feels his warehouse experience is going to come handy.

PFC Thomas R. Peterson and Alonzo O'Conner send their new addresses.

J. Uhlidi writes that after four and a half months of A. M. School he has been "taught of the hammer and chisel men of ground crew." He keeps up with happenings in the field by reading the Dispatcher and the Labor Herald regularly.

Pvt. Priebe found maneuverers in the Mojave Desert "rough going." He's now stationed in Oklahoma, where it has been raining night and day. He happily announces that he'll be a father Jan. 8th and hopes the baby is a girl.

Private Frank Maxey contributes $5 To Boost Political Fund Drive

Dear Brothers and Sisters:

Greetings! I have not received any reports from the Labor Herald and The ILWU Dispatcher for over a month and I glad to get the letter with news briefs from you.

Well, I am working in squadron headquarters as a clerk and I like it. I feel that the "shell" of the media for democracy have to be the organization of the squadron so as to have better conditions for the men.

Concessions to be negotiated with Roosevelt and the present administration on practically everything.

Some claim that the administration's" Bill was directed at labor, but it's really a bad law for the workers and could be used after the war as a weapon against organized labor.

Here at the back of the billboard's of the film industry is giving me a hard time trying to deprive workers to their democratic rights. It also clears the way for employment by employers of 100 percent of the workers in strikes, so they could not use the union.

This bill was sponsored and supported by people whose cliief concern is to whip Roosevelt and the ILWU. A local in Seattle by the name of Lewis Louis, himself. It is labor's duty to expose the slanderers of the ILWU. The ILWU is the only union of this violent anti-democratic type.

Faithfully yours,

Pvt. Frank Maxey,
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Pvt. Frank Maxey,
Tom Mooney Labor School Opens Fifth Semester, Offers Various Courses in 'Education for Victory'

SAN FRANCISCO — Carrying forward its program of "Education for Victory," the Tom Mooney Labor School has opened its Fifth Semester.

Under the leadership of Dave Jones, Educational Director for the National Maritime Union, the School has been a chief educational center for the maritime rank-and-file of labor.

TRIBUTE TO LABOR MARTYR

Founded in August, 1942, in honor of Tom Mooney, the School is dedicated to the fulfillment of "an essential need in our war against Nazi barbarism," systematic training and education of the labor forces of the San Francisco in the principles of freedom, democracy, labor solidarity, independence, and democracy.

By means of a well-rounded curriculum, the School presents a comprehensive analysis of social, economic, and political questions in the light of the present world conflict. Special emphasis is placed on labor's role in the war effort.

OVER 20 COURSES

More than 20 courses, ranging from "Trade Union Leadership to English and Dancing" are available now for $4.25 each course per term. Classes for the present semester began October 15 and will continue for eight weeks. At the school, 475 Turk St. Registration is still open. Since the union contributes regularly to the upkeep of the school, membership of ILWU Local 4 is automatic for all members.

The course, "Trade Union Leadership," teaches war-time policies of organized labor and how union committees function. "Public Speaking and Parliamentary Procedure" deals completely with the problems involved in chairing meetings, handling discussions, making reports, and giving effective speaking.

COURSES IN JOURNALISM

In charge of journalism courses is the San Francisco-Oakland Newspaper Guild, a course in journalism offers practical training in writing for union papers.

Other courses include "Practical Policing," covering the programs of the various political parties; "War Economies," and "History, Culture, and Future of the Negro People."

Williams Morrison, a former student of this education is also taught. Peggy Morrison, a Marxist, taught women's classes in dancing, while Khara Finkas, professional San Francisco dancers, teaches a class in physical fitness.

School directors coordinate the courses to meet the essential needs of the trade unions. Services are available to trade union educational directors or business agents for planning courses or for developing educational programs for their unions. The school arranges for classes to be taught at union halls, community club-rooms, or in homes of students.

PUBLIC FORUMS

Every six weeks public forums are held on war-imperative questions such as housing, city politics, and manpower.

Cultural activities have expanded since the school first opened and include art exhibits, musicals, folk-dancing, and a dramatic workshop. An alert student council helps govern the school and sponsors social activities of interest to the student body and general public.

STUDENTS

Registration averages about 519 students a semester. Students, business agents, and rank-and-file from all branches of organized labor attend.

"Men and women are going out of the school better equipped with information to win the war, and with a better understanding of the labor movement," is Director Jenkins' observation.

"And they're not only out of the school better equipped with information to win the war, and with a better understanding of the labor movement, but with the ability to contribute to the war effort." The Tom Mooney Labor School is dedicated to the fulfillment of "an essential need in our war against Nazi barbarism," systematic training and education of the labor forces of the San Francisco in the principles of freedom, democracy, labor solidarity, independence, and democracy.
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The Kilgore Report

THE Kilgore Committee, a sub-committee on war resources mobilization for the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, has just handed down an interim report which is a realistic appraisal of the shipping industry and what needs to be done to gear it to the war effort, and particularly to the all-out offensive in the heart of Europe which must be launched in order to win the war. The details are carried elsewhere in this issue.

The ILWU can justly take pride in the report, because it confirms in every detail what we discovered about the industry months ago on the basis of practical experience, buttressed by a scientific study made under the supervision of ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt.

That practical experience and scientific study took the form of a comprehensive report, agreed upon by President Murray of the CIO and the CIO Maritime Unions, and submitted last February to the Maritime Commission and the War Shipping Administration.

It was brushed off, but as the Kilgore report points out, many of the changes demanded were put into effect. The improvements sped supplies and saved lives at the front. That is what counts.

The fact that the same conclusions of that report have now been reached by an important Senate committee is a tribute, not only to the thoroughness of our own and other maritime unions, but to the political action which forced our demands over the heads of the Maritime Commission and WSA.

In the ILWU we know what kind of selfish forces we are dealing with, we know what lengths they will go to in their greed. It will not be necessary for us to urge our own locals and members to flood Senator Harley M. Kilgore with messages of support.

What we do urge is that our locals and members get other unions and unionists to send similar messages, for this matter is of vital concern to them if their labor to win the war is not to be made futile by the shipping bottleneck.
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Senators Blast East Coast Shapewear, Praise Pacific

WASHINGTON — Devastating criticism of East Coast long-shore operations is contained in the interim report of the United States Maritime Board of Inquiry on Mobilization issued October 7.

The committee, headed by Senator Harley M. Kilgore of West Virginia, said: "Efficient operation of ports means expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

The committee's report also pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."

Kilgore said the report pointed out that "the East Coast loading handling operations "are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization." He added, "Efficiently operated ports mean expedient and proper loading of the ships. And, even more important than facilities, the key to expert loading is the supply and quality of longshore labor. Loading has thus far proceeded without serious ship delay by any amount of longshore, although, on the west coast, from which the largest tonnage clears, loading operations are still subject to all their previous peacetime disorganization. It is questionable whether they are geared to the tremendous needs of offensive warfare..."
U.S. Reactionaries Fight to Lose War, Bridge Warnings

(Continued from Page 2)I page 3)

sion of Prime Minister Catto of the Union of South Africa who says that their resistance is special." This is no way to go on, says the author, for "the millions of people in the U.S. who are not wholeheartedly and de-

were the problems in the United States in the Rhetorically, it is not the concern of those who are in a position to know whereas our people, those who are in a position to know that this war is not the war we are fighting, it is the war of the workers and the power of the workers in the United States of America. It is not the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war, but it is the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war.

There is no standing still in the world Fascism.

For the reasons which have been answered in Europe and America, there is no standing still in the world Fascism. If we do not move forward, we will be left behind, and if we do not move forward, we will be left behind. It is not the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war, but it is the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war.

There is no standing still in the world Fascism.

For the reasons which have been answered in Europe and America, there is no standing still in the world Fascism. If we do not move forward, we will be left behind, and if we do not move forward, we will be left behind. It is not the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war, but it is the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war.

There is no standing still in the world Fascism.

For the reasons which have been answered in Europe and America, there is no standing still in the world Fascism. If we do not move forward, we will be left behind, and if we do not move forward, we will be left behind. It is not the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war, but it is the concern of those who are in a position to know the facts about the war.

There is no standing still in the world Fascism.
OAKLAND—A joint Publicity-Legislative Group for Oakland and the CIO's most outstanding shop stewards and executive board members have begun to organize for the purpose of securing freedom for President Harry Bridges. Freedom of movement and association, freedom to become a citizen of the United States, the country he has served so well in both peace and war time. But the responsibility for bring- ing the President back to our midst P R E S I D E N T B R I D G E S S E N T E N C E I S G R A N T - I N - A U T H O R I T Y . Freedom is not only the right of the individual, it is the responsibility of all people who value liberty and who are fighting for liberty—either on the production or fighting front—to make sure that civil liberties at home are not undermined by men in high power; to make sure that civil liberties at home are protected, and that “Freedom of the people, by the people, and for the people shall not perish from the earth.”

The case of Harry Bridges is unique but it may very well provide a rule, and thus jeopardize the position of many hundreds of leaders. Bridging the Gap Between the People

BRIDGE’S LEADER WAS HIS CRIME

What is his crime actually? Is it that he was born in Aus-
tralia? Is it that he was unable to speak English on his first attempt for citizenship because he was not at the time and not considered to be in one place? Is it that he was “subversive,” whatever that may mean? Let us be honest. Brother Bridges was a leader, he was a people’s leader, that he was feared might achieve some unique but it may very well be that his fear, and that his fear was the main reason why employer groups have always sought to undermine (and they have), and that he couldn’t be helped to sell the friends, the workers he represented. Such is his record, such is a continua-
tion of his many years of perseverance.

Let us, members of the ILWU, take another thousand times over to bring the case of Harry Bridges before every person we can reach, and let us start with our fellow workers.

In some parts of the country the ILWU has already done such a splendid job in present-
ing Harry Bridges to the general public. And in a continuation of their past convictions that the ILWU is in the right, the ILWU and every ILWU member, local union official, organizer, etc., must use this opportunity to bring the Bridges case before every ILWU member in his particular area.

Brother Harry Bridges, one of the CIO’s most outstanding political, military, and leader of our union; must be freed from the case to which he has been sentenced. There is room for improvement, and from past experiences and be

The following program has been sent to every ILWU or-

ganizer to be made a part of his regular activities, on the basis that he worked out with city or county CIO councils and state CIO councils. It should be of interest to every ILWU member and is present-
ed here as a real “must” for every ILWU local.

1. The Council shall declare the month of November as “Harry Bridges month.”
2. The Council shall contact all International Representative-

atives in their area and ask them to everywhere in every part of their locals and everyone of their members to help him in the effort to bring President Bridges home. They should take up the following:
3. A. Pass the printed resolution or some other denouncing of the Bridges case and asking for freedom from persecution for President Bridges.

B. Have petition to Presi-
dent Roosevelt signed, which asks him to reverse the Bridges decision and give President Bridges an opportunity to be-
come a citizen of the country he has served so well.

C. Distribute the pamphlet, “Freedom for Harry Bridges—Producing Soldier” by Leo Huberman and any other pamphlets available, to all Shop Stewards and Execu-
tive Board members of their respective union.

2. The Council shall endorse a lunch or dinner in honor of Harry Bridges some time in November, in which all CIO International Representatives to be invited, so that he may have the opportunity to be

come a citizen of the country he has served so well.

3. The Council shall authorize whatever expenditures are necessary for putting this program into re-

al campaign in support of President Bridges.

4. The Council shall authorize whatever expenditures are necessary for putting this program into re-

al campaign in support of President Bridges.

5. The Council shall issue a joint petition to all the CIO, that they have the respect of the truth is known, freedom for

the people who value liberty and for
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It is the wind-up of the Third War Bond Drive at Western Sugar in which Local & members, management, and the AFL jointly participated.

To hit a $15,450 peak, employees subscribed to an average of $34 in bonds. Management gave em-

ployees IP $25 in bonds. The award of a trophy was won by the picture was taken. Local & members won 13 of them. Standing left to right are Plant Superintend-
ent Earl R. Morse, Head Stewardess Mary Malms of Local & and Ernest E. Marlov, Machinist Local 66. All leaders in the drive.

Publicity-Legislative Group For Oakland

OAKLAND—A joint Publicity-Legislative Group has been set up for the Oakland Unit. Serving on the committee is Diane Hilt, Amity Lawrence, Dispatcher Fred Fields, Recording Secretary Kitty Griffin, May-

er Friedkin, and Business Agent Lou Gonick.

LOS ANGELES—Labor-man-
agement committee met 1,100
blood donors during a two-day drive at Bostrom Refrigerator Co.

NEW YORK—Labor contrib-
uted $40,000,000 in the War Fund Drive in 1942.